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Abstract

In a Quantum Walk (QW) the “walker” follows all possible paths at once through the principle

of quantum superposition, differentiating itself from classical random walks where one ran-

dom path is taken at a time. This facilitates the searching of problem solution spaces faster

than with classical random walks, and holds promise for advances in dynamical quantum

simulation, biological process modelling and quantum computation. Here we employ a ver-

satile and scalable resonator configuration to realise quantum walks with bright classical

light. We experimentally demonstrate the versatility of our approach by implementing a vari-

ety of QWs, all with the same experimental platform, while the use of a resonator allows for

an arbitrary number of steps without scaling the number of optics. This paves the way for

future QW implementations with spatial modes of light in free-space that are both versatile

and scalable.

Introduction

Quantum walks (QWs) may arguably be dated back to Feynman and even Dirac [1], but cer-

tainly have become topical since the seminal paper by Aharonov et. al. [2], offering a probabil-

ity distribution that spreads quadratically faster than that of a classical random walk. In a

typical random walk a discrete walker is randomly moved in directions, say left or right, indi-

cated by the outcome of a random value generator (coin toss). Unlike in the case of the classi-

cal random walk, a superposition of coin and position states occur for all possibilities in the

QW, that is, all possible paths are walked at each step in the process. This changes the dynam-

ics of propagation, resulting in interference of the probability amplitudes for each position

held by the walker and inducing a ballistic speedup in the probability distribution variance

over the classical equivalent. The interest in QWs stems partly from the realisation that they
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provide a universal basis for quantum computation [3], presenting an alternate route for suc-

cessful development of a feasible quantum computer. While single-particle QWs do not yield

significant computational advantage over classical computation (resources scale exponentially

with equivalent encoded qubits), multiple interacting [4] and non-interacting [5] walkers do,

as would multiple dimensions with a single particle. Consequently, a large variety of QW algo-

rithms have been designed, allowing database searching [6, 7], navigation of networks [8],

quantum simulation [9–11] and element distinctness determination, [12] among others.

Recently, its application has been extended into quantum cryptography with image encryption

[13] and quantum key distribution [14] protocols. Studies into photosynthetic energy trans-

port in systems also show the natural occurrence of QWs [15], indicating its promise as a

modeling technique for certain natural processes.

Inevitably there has been much attention on how to actually implement a QW, which have

now been demonstrated with many systems including Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)

[16], electrons [17], atoms [18], ions [19, 20], photons [10], Bose-Einstein condensate [21],

optical fiber time loops [22], OAM [10], photonic waveguide arrays [23, 24], beam displacers

[25] and cascaded q-plates [26, 27], all in the quantum regime. Several authors have also made

use of attenuated classical light to implement QWs. A distinct difference between implementa-

tions here is that measurement does not collapse the wavefuncion into a singular value, which

is necessary for some applications such as random number generators [28]. In some instances,

a discrete outcome may, however, be achieved through attenuation of the light before detec-

tion. Such set-ups have included optical cavities [29], photonic crystal chips [30], and optical

fiber time loops [31, 32]. In these approaches the walker is directed through physical paths

involving multiple interferometers to achieve the interference effect, without the use of a

coin degree of freedom, akin to a Galton board. Here cascaded q-plates [33] have also been

employed, avoiding this issue, however still subject to scalability and measurement issues.

Additionally, free-space QWs have been demonstrated by tailoring the wavefunction to inter-

fere with propagation [34, 35].

Using a coin makes it possible to implement QWs without interferometers. For this pur-

pose, entanglement (non-separable correlation) between the coin and position degrees-of-

freedom (DoF) is a necessary requirement. In this sense, coined QWs may be considered to

act as entanglement generators [36], and the use of classical light to achieve this has been out-

lined theoretically [37]. But non-separability is not unique to quantum mechanics and has

been observed in many classical systems, including the non-separable correlations in local

DoFs of vector beams [38–41]. These correlations are known as “classical non-separability”

or “classical entanglement” [42]. Fig 1 illustrates this concept, contrasting the difference

between (a) exploiting non-separability to yield a QW as opposed to (b) when light is

allowed to evolve without manipulation of the non-separability. Consequently a classical RW

occurs.

Here we experimentally demonstrate a versatile and scalable resonator configuration, as

proposed by Ref. [37], to realise quantum walks with bright classically entangled light. We use

vector vortex beams and geometric phase to demonstrate a quantum walk that takes place with

spatial modes of classical light in orbital angular momentum (OAM) space where polarization

acts as the internal coin state. The versatility of our approach allows us to implement a variety

of QWs, for example, symmetric and asymmetric QWs, transitions from a Hadamard coin to

a balanced coin QW and a NOT-coin QW, all with the same experimental platform. Our reso-

nator-type configuration, which is implemented by means of a ring cavity, overcomes scalabil-

ity and flexibility issues associated with many cascaded step schemes, where the resources scale

linearly with the number of steps.

A versatile quantum walk resonator with bright classical light
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Results

Theory

Like in a classical random walk, each step of a quantum walk consist of a change of the coin

state (corresponding to a coin toss in a random walk) and a shift of the position of a walker

according to the coin state. Our discrete time quantum walk of n steps on a one-dimensional

lattice requires a system with two degrees of freedom. The first degree of freedom (DoF) has to

be associated with a linear state space that comprises a number 2n + 1 of orthogonal states and

Fig 1. Classically entangled light. Illustration of the QW reliance upon the non-separability of OAM and polarization

states of classical light. (a) shows the non-separable superposition of OAM states and polarization for a 4 step QW.

False color density plots (ii) show the phase distribution of the OAM modes l = {-4, -2, 0, 2, 4}, forming the positions

occupied by the walker (light beam). Weighted superpositions of these would then yield the spatial modes shown in

(iii) with the associated polarization states. Together, the spatial distribution in (i) is formed, where the QW is

contained in a single beam of classically entangled light. After many steps, the walker occupies positions near the end

of the distribution with greater probability as is shown for 50 steps of a symmetrical walk (iv). (b) shows the 4-step

classical RW analogue where the walker may only assume one position (OAM) state at a time. Here, the state of the

walker remains separable. Accordingly, the light beam (walker) contains only one of the possible OAM states shown as

with different kets and a separable polarization state (i). Insets show the spatial distribution of the beam for each case.

(ii) measurements of the repeated walk then results in a probability distribution after 50 steps where the walker

occupies positions at the center with the greatest probability.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0214891.g001
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the second DoF needs at least two orthogonal states. In our case we choose a laser pulse with

Gaussian profile carrying OAM (l) that can assume the values l = −n, −n + 1, . . .n. It is well

known that the corresponding optical Laguerre Gauss modes correspond to elements of a Hil-

bert space of square-integrable functions and can be represented in Dirac notation by the vec-

tors |l = −ni, |l = −n − 1i, . . .|l = ni. The polarisation of the light corresponds to the second

degree of freedom spanned by left-circular and right circular basis states, represented by the

Dirac ‘ket vectors’ |Li and |Ri, respectively. Here we consider the states from the point of view

of the source.

A move of the walker to the left or right, given that the coin shows the value L or R, respec-

tively, can then be expressed by a shift operator Ŝ acting on the OAM and polarisation states of

the light pulse:

Ŝ ¼
X1

l¼� 1

jlþ 2qihlj � jLihRj þ jl � 2qihlj � jRihLj: ð1Þ

This addition and subtraction of the value 2q depending on the polarisation, can be realised by

using a so-called q-plate (cp. description of the experiment) where the desired polarisation

dependant OAM is generated with geometric phase. This then corresponds to a translation

(‘walk’) in OAM space.

Note that the action of the q-plate described by the shift operator Ŝ includes an additional

flip of the polarisation, which corresponds to a change of the coin state. This effect has to be

taken into account when defining the coin toss operator. We implemented several coin toss

operators (see below). All of these can be easily realised by means of quarter-wave plates

(QWP),

Q̂y ¼
1
ffiffiffi
2
p jRihRj þ i exp � i2yð ÞjRihLjð

þi expði2yÞjLihRj þ jLihLjÞ ;
ð2Þ

and half-wave plates (HWP),

Ĥ y ¼ i expð� i2yÞjRihLj þ i expði2yÞjLihRj ; ð3Þ

where θ is the angle of the fast axis of the plates to the horiziontal axis. For example, a QWP

with a fast-axis angle of 45˚ combined with a q-plate results in a QW with a Hadamard coin

specified by the propagation operator

ẐH � Q̂45� Ŝ ¼
X

l

jl þ 2qihlj �
1
ffiffiffi
2
p ðjRi þ jLiÞhRj

�

þjl � 2qihlj �
1
ffiffiffi
2
p ðjRi � jLiÞhLj

�

:

ð4Þ

More details are provided in the Supplementary Information. Here the propagator ZH cou-

ples OAM (walker) to the polarisation (coin), i.e. it generates a vector beam from a scalar

beam. The non-separability of the polarisation and the spatial degrees of freedom in the vector

beam corresponds to the quantum entanglement between the walker and the coin degrees of

freedom in realisations of the quantum walk with quantum systems.

Choosing the polarisation to represent the coin state has the advantage that all coin toss

operators Ĉ, which form the group SU(2) of special unitary operators, can be simply realised

by a combination of at most two quarter-wave plates and a half-wave plate [43]. Moreover, it

can be shown that the three parameters (the so-called Euler angles) that characterise any coin

A versatile quantum walk resonator with bright classical light
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toss operator C 2 SU(2) can be reduced by local basis transformations on the coin and the

walker space to a single parameter that distinguishes the dynamics of all quantum walks with

time-independent coin toss operator [44]. As a result, any quantum walk can be expressed by a

propagator of the form.

Ẑy ¼ ĈyĈNŜ ; ð5Þ

where Ĉy has the matrix representation

Ĉy ¼
1
ffiffiffi
2
p

cos y
2

i sin y

2

i sin y

2
cos y

2

" #

; ð6Þ

with respect to the basis of circular polarisations |Ri, |Li. We have inserted a polarisation flip

CN (also known as Not Coin, see below) to compensate the flip introduced by the q-plate. In

this way the coin operators coincide with those conventionally used for quantum walks. The

combination ĈyĈN can be implemented using two quarter-wave plates Q̂ and one half-wave

plate Ĥ :

ĈyĈN ¼ Q̂45�Ĥ y
4
Q̂45� ; ð7Þ

where we have suppressed an irrelevant global phase factor.

After n steps with propagator Ẑ ¼ ĈĈN Ŝ the initial state |ψi0 of the walker will have evolved

to the state |ψin with

jcin ¼ Ẑnjci
0
; ð8Þ

Our approach makes it possible to study all QW configurations with time-independent coin.

By way of example, we implemented the usual QW with a Hadamard coin

ĈH ¼
1
ffiffiffi
2
p

1 1

1 � 1

" #

; ð9Þ

as well as a balanced coin

ĈB ¼
1
ffiffiffi
2
p

1 i

i 1

" #

; ð10Þ

a NOT coin

ĈN ¼
0 1

1 0

" #

; ð11Þ

and an Identity coin

ĈI ¼
1 0

0 1

" #

: ð12Þ

Demonstrating the versatility of the proposed setup, each of these coins could be realised with

a single wave plate: ĈH ĈN ¼ Q̂45� , ĈBĈN ¼ Ĥ90� , ĈI ĈN ¼ Ĥ0� , and the NOT coin ĈN without

wave plate since it is already included in the action of the q-plate.

A versatile quantum walk resonator with bright classical light
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Experiment

Following the aforementioned theory, we realize a QW using OAM as the position space and

polarisation as the coin toss, within a looped resonator cavity that incorporates a q-plate, as

illustrated in Fig 2, with further details in the Supplementary Information. The QW was initi-

ated with a homogeneous vertically polarised (|Vi) Gaussian beam of pulse duration� 10 ns,

with the initial state determined by the angle of the HWP. This input state, separable and

with 0 OAM, was admitted into the resonator (3 m length) by a beamsplitter and circulated

in a 4-f imaging arrangement to mitigate mode divergence. A percentage of the pulse was

then transmitted out of the resonator while the rest was reflected for another round trip. By

placing a q-plate (QP) and WP inside the resonator, each round trip corresponds to a step in

a QW, with each step in the walker measured by the partial transmission of the pulse after

each round trip. It follows that the QW evolves temporally with each step at multiples of the

round trip time. Consequently, as each round trip pulse is partially transmitted by the BS,

the entire probability distribution for each position may be simply retrieved with a mode

sorter [45] and ICCD camera, the latter for determining the step number and the former to

detect the walker position in OAM space (see Supplementary Information). Clearly by

restricting the ICCD exposure time, the OAM distribution of the pulse (walker) for a single

step may be isolated. The setup thus allows each step to be easily monitored, unlike previous

classical light implementation in waveguides [23, 24] or cascaded q-plates [33]. Moreover,

the setup is scalable since the physical resources do not change with the number of steps, but

rather remain constant with only one QP-QWP pair required for an entire walk of arbitrary

step number.

Fig 2. Experimental concept. A bright laser pulse with a Gaussian spatial mode is directed into a looped resonator

through a beam-splitter (BS) as shown by the green path. A wave-plate (WP) initializes the state of the walker. The

pulse is looped inside the cavity, highlighted by the red path in the indicated direction. Intra-cavity imaging optics to

ensure that all spatial modes are divergence compensated. A q-plate (QP) and WP inside the cavity generates the step

and coin toss respectively, allowing for the evolution of the walker in OAM space. After each round trip (one step of

the walk), a fraction of the light is coupled out of the loop through the BS and imaged, along the blue path, onto the

detection system comprising a OAM mode sorter followed by a lens, sorting the modes into transverse positions on an

ICCD (Intensified Charge-Coupled Device) gated camera. This concept figure shows many pulses circulating in the

resonator, however, experimentally only a single pulse is utilized. Various QWs can be implemented by adjusting the

input mode, type of wave-plate and wave-plate (WP) orientation, as detailed in main text.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0214891.g002
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Experimental results

Varying combinations of initial states and coin operators were experimentally realized with

the same system and subsequently shown in Figs 3, 4 and 5. Results for the Hadamard coin

operator with symmetrical and asymmetrical initial states are shown in Fig 3. This was

achieved by placing the QWP with the fast axis at 45˚ after the QP while adjusting the fast axis

of the HWP before the resonator.

For a diagonal input (HWP at 67.5˚ acting on a vertically polarised beam) the symmetrical

initial coin state evolution is shown in Fig 3(a). Here a theoretical plot of the QW evolution is

given, indicating a distinct and equivalent divergence of the OAM weightings away from the

central position (ℓ = 0) and towards the outer edges. The experimental measured distributions

for Steps (i) 1, (ii) 6 and (iii) 8 are consequently shown below, displaying the telltale character-

istics of a QW distribution, even though the light is purely classical. Good correlation between

the measured and simulated distributions are evident with the lowest calculated Similarity (as

defined in the Supplementary Information) being S = 0.80.

Similarly, by placing the initializing HWP at 45˚, the coin state of the pulse was changed to

horizontal polarization, reflecting an asymmetrical input state with respect to the Hadamard

coin operator. Accordingly, the QW distribution exhibits asymmetry, as shown in Fig 3(b),

where divergence of the OAM weighting away from the central position is weighted towards

one (negative) direction as the walk evolves. Experimental measurements for Steps (i) 1, (ii) 4

Fig 3. Experimentally realized Hadamard QWs. Theoretical density plots of the probability of a QW with a

Hadamard coin for 100 steps with a (a) symmetrical and (b) asymmetrical input state (intensity is plotted on a

logarithmic scale to emphasize the trend). Sub-plots below the density plots show the experimental realization of the

walks for choice steps. Blue bars indicate the simulated probabilities and the black points the experimental data.

Respectively, (i) shows Step 1 with S = 0.82 and S = 0.81, (ii) Step 6 with S = 0.80 and Step 4 with S = 0.86 and (iii) Step

8 with S = 0.85 and Step 5 with 0.90. The dashed purple line shows the classical RW distribution for comparison.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0214891.g003
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and (iii) 5 showcase the experimental actualization of this. Starting with a similar OAM distri-

bution as the symmetrical case at Step 1 (S = 0.81), which is centered around the origin, a

clearly asymmetric distribution is seen by Step 4 (S = 0.86) which is is then further propagated

at Step 5 (S = 0.85), in accordance with the simulated distribution. Here the asymmetrical

nature of the walk is evident with the weightings detected for the OAM values towards the left

being approximately 3 times greater than that of the right, alongside a distinct reduction in

weightings at the central OAM value.

In both cases, a distinct difference may be seen in comparison to the classical RW distribu-

tion for the last measured step, where maximal probability is maintained at the origin with a

Gaussian spread outwards.

The relative phase rotations induced by the coin operator action (and thus the waveplate)

in the QW, however, also have significant impact on the symmetry of the distribution and thus

how the walker propagates. This variation may be clearly seen by changing the orientation of

the QWP as it alters the phase rotations between the coin states (right- and left-circular polari-

zation) with the fast-axis angle. The theoretical 3D plot in Fig 4 illustrates this alteration from

Fig 4. Rotating the coin. Theoretical 3D plot of change in QW symmetry with the coin angle with a QWP coin at

Step 4. Insets show the theory (blue bars) and experimental data (black points) for a change in symmetry with an

asymmetrical input state for the QWP at (a) 45˚ yielding a Hadamard coin (S = 0.92), (b) at 90˚ yielding a Balanced

coin (S = 0.94) and (c) at 135˚ yielding a full reversal in the Hadamard symmetry (S = 0.94).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0214891.g004
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the characteristic Hadamard coin operation at 45˚, yielding an asymmetrical distribution for a

vertically polarized initial state to a completely symmetric distribution at 90˚, forming the

commonly known Balanced coin. Continued rotation of the angle then results in a reversal of

the asymmetry at 135˚ in comparison to the Hadamard case. Experimental results are given

for these extreme cases as shown by the insets graphs where good agreement occurs for the

(a) Hadamard coin with a similarity of S = 0.92, (b) Balanced coin with a similarity of S = 0.94

and (c) a reversed Hadamard coin with similarity S = 0.94.

As the QW distribution results from the walker interference with itself, it follows that the

phenomenon holds extremes in this respect where the walker either does not interfere with

itself or fully interferes with itself. These extremes are enacted by the Identity and NOT-coins

respectively which are illustrated in Fig 5(a) and 5(b) respectively. By inserting a HWP at 0˚

inside the cavity we can produce the identity coin. The 3D plot illustrates the characteristic

evolution of this walk over 10 steps. Here the operation of this coin is to continually ladder

each state in the same direction, causing no interference between them. As a result, this coin

generates states at the extremes of the distribution for each step, such that maximal variance is

seen for the QW. Experimental realization of this is shown in plots (i–iv) of Fig 5(a), where

the only states occupied are the OAM values corresponding to the step number. For instance,

Fig 5. Experimentally realized QW extremes. Theoretical 3D plots of the QW probabilities for 10 steps with an (a)

Identity coin and (b) NOT-coin. Sub-plots below show the experimental realization of the walks for choice steps. Blue

bars indicate the simulated probabilities and the black points the experimental data. Respectively, (i) shows Step 0 with

S = 0.92 and S = 0.73, (ii) Step 2 with S = 0.83 and Step 3 with S = 0.84, (iii) Step 3 with S = 0.86 and Step 4 with

S = 0.89 and (iv) Step 4 with S = 0.82 and Step 5 with 0.86.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0214891.g005
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(i) Step 0 occupies OAM 0 (S = 0.92), (ii) Step 2 occupies OAM ±2 (S = 0.83) (iii) Step 3 occu-

pies OAM ±3 (S = 0.86) and (iv) Step 4 occupies OAM ±3 (S = 0.82).

The built-in coin resulting from the polarization flipping action of the QP naturally forms

the NOT coin, causing the walker to invert polarization states and thus walker direction at

each step. The walker then oscillates about the origin, perpetually propagating from l = 0 to ±1

and back as shown in the 3D plot of Fig 5(b). Results for this coin are shown in Fig 5(b)(i)–

5(b)(iv). Here the distinct confinement of the distribution to the initial position of the walker

is evident throughout the steps. Step 0 (i) (S = 0.73) and Step 4 (iii) (S = 0.89), in particular,

shows the walker at the origin, baring significant contrast to the same step distributions shown

for Fig 5. Steps 3 (ii) (S = 0.84) and 5 (iv) (S = 0.86) highlights the maximum spread possible

for this walk with the extreme limited to ±1 for alternate steps.

Discussion and conclusion

It is well known that classical light can be used to mimic a QW, and has been achieved by a

complex arrangement of connected interferometers, often on a waveguide [30] or in a fibre

[31], akin to a Galton board [29]. In this way, the quantum principle of superposition is

replaced by classical interference of many paths [46]. This approach is experimentally chal-

lenging and is not scalable, requiring ever more elements for each increase in step number.

Implementing a resonator architecture overcomes this issue where the position space is repre-

sented by a path-independent property of the walker, such as time-binned pulses propagating

in a fibre [47]. Here the scaling potential is clearly seen with variations of the time-binning

approach bringing the achievable step numbers up to 200 [22, 31, 45, 48]. A fundamental limi-

tation to this approach is that the size of the position space relates directly to the size of the

loop, where a larger QW requires ever larger loops and shorter pulse lengths.

Our experiment is based on a resonator type configuration in free space where non-separa-

ble states of light are used instead of time-binned light pulses, allowing for multiple steps in a

QW to be observed with only a few elements and potentially overcoming the length depen-

dence of the previous approach. Here we have exploited OAM and polarisation as our non-

separable degrees of freedom, the former for the space in which the walker moves. A practical

advantage of walking in OAM space relates to the physical size of this “position” space as all

the twists and thus positions are superimposed in the same beam such that a theoretically infi-

nite space for moving the walker exists in a single beam of light. Accordingly, our scheme has

the potential to overcome the limitations associated with the time-binned approach.

Quantum walks in OAM space have been previously demonstrated using a cascade of opti-

cal elements for each step, again requiring a scale in elements for an increase in steps [26, 49].

Here we demonstrate, for the first time, the combination of a resonator with OAM walker

space such that (i) it allows any number of steps to be achieved without adjustment to the

experimental arrangement; and (ii) all positions in the walker space can be measured at once

rather than iteratively. In our experiment, however, the step number has been limited by avail-

able resources: to fit the detector spectral range the available laser was frequency doubled,

resulting in high losses and poor beam quality. Additionally, the q-plate generated OAM states

excite unwanted radial modes [50] and with many passes through the q-plate, significant exci-

tation of the higher order radial modes occur, further contributing to losses [51]. In principal,

this scheme is highly scalable with the limiting factors reduced to intensity losses within the

resonator, numerical aperture of the optics and OAM detection. Here, implementation of an

amplifier in the resonator would eliminate losses. However, as the OAM spectrum moves to

higher values with step number, the associated beam divergence and high spatial frequencies

challenge the NA of the system, limiting the maximum OAM to ℓ� 2πR/λ where R is the
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radius of the optic. Consequently, for a typical setup with wavelength, λ = 532 nm, and optical

element radii of R = 50.8 mm, the containable OAM and thus QW step is estimated to be

below 2 × 105, i.e., finite but significantly larger than presently available with other schemes.

With regards to detection, it has been demonstrated that measurement of over 40 OAM states

is possible whereby the accuracy of each measured mode is over 70% [52] with the mode

sorter. After 40 steps, realignment of the sorter would then be necessary to maintain precision.

In conclusion, by employing a resonator type configuration we are able to demonstrate a

versatile and scalable QW using spatial modes of light in free-space, ushering in an alternative

approach to future QW implementations.

Supporting information

S1 Appendix. Supplementary information. Here we provide supplementary information to

the article “A versatile quantum walk resonator with bright classical light”. A more general

look at quantum walks with the characteristics are provided and the details pertaining to

implementing the experiment explored. We describe the experimental configuration, methods

and material that were used. This includes a summary of the fundamental physics behind the

pivotal optical elements (namely the q-plate and mode sorters) used to carry out the walk as

well as a characterization of their physical operation. The timing and synchronization aspects

of the experiment are also described along with associated corrections made to the detected

data due to overlapping of the pulses occurring within the resonator configuration.
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